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Trance-Interprete r

QUESTION :

N .K. sent in a question . He says : "Over the years I have had several dreams abou t

Adolph Hitler . These dreams were very deep, and did seem to have a message . I would

like to ask Awareness why I did dream about that person, the meaning of these dreams

and where this entity is now, and the role this entity played in this century . "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that basically this as related unto certain memories o f

your previous lifetime which has been exposed to you in previous readings and throug h

your own channel .

This Awareness suggests this as also related unco certain karmic memory, the purpos e

being to release unto you portioLLs of yourself to allow you to glimpse a more clea r

picture of how certain attitudes calve about in your consciousness from that previou s

lifetime experience, and how this entity served for you as a kind of father figure ,

authority figure, or leader that could become a type or archetypal form in your consc-

sciousness .

This Awareness indicates this also as showing the fallacy and danger of such archety pe

al forms . This Awareness suggests that essentially, the role of Adolph Hitler was t o

personify the energies that began with the movement of hierarchy systems whereby entitie s

began moving in worship, adoration, trust, faith, belief, and without questioning thos e

authorities, leaders and father figures down through the ages .

This Awareness indicates that the entity, Adolph Hitler, showed all consciousnes s

the absurdity and fallacy of trusting a leader simply because the entity was a leader .

This Awareness indicates this entity as one who helped to show entities that it i s

necessary to form one's own principles rather than riding on the coattail of anothe r

entity whose principles are based on power, prestige, leadership and authority .

This Awareness indicates that those entities who most needed this lesson are thos e

who served under this entity and saw and experienced the fallacy and failure that wa s

Nazi Germany. This Awareness indicates that those who already had an understanding o f

th is fallacy tended to experience the opposite point of view, whereby their ow
n

principles, and principles of a higher nature, were the guiding force .

This Awareness indicates that this as being a relative lesson, not clear-cut, bu t

one dealing with intensity and dramatization of the fallacy of power .

This Awareness indicates the entity, Adolph Hitler, as being the reincarnation o f

the Atlantean known as Baal . This Awareness indicates that the followers of Baal di d

move into that experience which became the Nazi movement and continued to follow Baal



to the epitome of power and its demise .

This Awareness suggests that there are still others who continue to follow th e

memory and the concepts and the energies and patterns which Baal did promote and demon-
strate down, through the ages . This Awareness indicates that essentially, however, thi s
energy was released with the Second World War through Nazi Germany, dramatized, focuse d

upon for all consciousness to see, and that the greater part of this energy was throw n
out, scattered about and greatly reduced and weakened by that action .

This Awareness suggests that there is what may be called the "mopping up" actio n
in consciousness, whereby entities are reflecting back on World War II and Adol ph Hitler
and the energies generated by this, and in that reflection clearing out those corner s
and cobwebs of power, and authority as absolutes from within their own consciousness .

This Awareness indicates this as the basic purpose and reason and the intrigue and
fascination that still tends to draw entities into looking back at World War II and the
various kinds of movies, books and memories relating unto thi action . This Awarenes s

indicates that as the power and archetypal cobwebs or patterns arc removed from within
the consciousness of entities, World War II and Adolph Hitler shall loose fascination .
and shall become less and less intriguing to the entities .

This Awareness indicates that as long as this fascination with authority, father -
figures and power still remains within the consciousness of entities, there will be a
continued intrigue and fascination with the memory of World War TI and the power hel d
by this entity, Adolph Hitler .

QUESTION :

In reference to that : what the Jewish people refer to as "the holocaust" whic h
Hitler was responsible for ; it seems to me that he was acting as a karmic leader o n

that level . Is this true ?

COSMICAWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this as in the affirmative . This Awareness indicates tha t
the so-called Jewish Race as having taken on themselves many energies over a period o f
time that led to this cleansing .

This Awareness indicates that the entities who referred to themselves as Hebrews ,
the priests who assisted in the crucifixion of the Christ, and who stated : "Let Hi s
blood be upon our heads, and the heads of our children" . This Awareness indicates tha t
essentially this was a parable rather than an actual event creating a karmic curse .

This Awareness indicates that in the sense of a parable, the Hebrew teaching whic h
recognized Yod, He, Vau, Heh, or Jehovah, the God of Power, but did not reco gnize the
Yod, He, Shin, Vail, Heh, the Jesus, which is the Force that links power of the materia l
plane into the S p irit of the Anti-Matter plane . This Awareness indicates informatio n
on this has been given previously, This Awareness suggests that the Yod,He, Vau, He h
followers, the Hebrews, not recognizing the Yod, He, Shin, Vau, Heh, or Jesus Energ y
as being the delivering Force, that which liberates from matter .

This Awareness indicates these entities, moving down through time and space, throug h
history, created a kind of pattern for themselves that did not recognize mercy, did no t
recognize the Spirit and Life Po-ace as being supreme in their dealings with others, but
rather recognized the use of material means and power as being supreme in dealings wit h
others .

This Awareness Indicates that this as a general action ., rather than in each cas e
with each individual . This Awareness indicates that essentially, what occurred at th e
time of the Nazi movement was an action whereby these entities began putting int o
motion a movement in consciousness known as the Jehovah-Complex, the God-religion o f
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the Hebrews, which promoted power, knowledge and creative energies as given in the Ol d

Testament, but did not stress mercy, love and kindness toward fellow humans with th e

intensity net ^such kindness and mercy and love deserved . This Awareness indicates tha t

essentially, ehi .e energy which was set in motion by the Old Testament, moved into a

point of e_ticn that, likened unto a wh.iplssh, came back and struck those who were the

followers of Jehovah .

This Awareness indicates that essentially, the international banking concerns se t

up Hitler . That these. were representatives of energies that had been. set in motion by

the Jehonnh fcllowers, the followers of power through material manipulation .

These international barkers set up Hitler to go after Stalin, to destroy Stalin .

This Awareness suggests that Hitler, however, became aware of the games being playe d

and decided instee.d to move after the international bankers . This Awareness indicate s

that the entity, Chamberlain, was asked by Hitler at Munich to assist him in his attack

against the international bankers .

This Awareness indicates that Chamberlain was reluctant to do so on the ground s

that the international benker. ; had too much power in England and he would not be allowe d

to assist . This Awareness suggests that at this point, Hitler asked Chamberlain then ,

that England he kept neutral . This Awareness suggests this as that which is known a s

the Munich Conference .

This Awareness suggests that wherein Chamberlain returned to England, he was promptl y

replaced by WIr,rton Churchill . This Awareness suggests that at this point, Hitle r

determined to go after the international bankers, but was thwarted . This Awarenes s
indicates that Hitler, misunderstanding certain concepts, believing the internationa l

bankers to he Jewish, and assuming that since there were so many of these who were

Jewish, believed that the Jewish Race, or Jewish people, were in pert to blame for al l

the ills cf the European world . This Awareness suggests that in this marn_er, Hitle r

determined to do something shout the Jewish people .

This Awareness suggests this an an error in judgment, whereby he assumed that thos e
in the international banking system . ; because they were Jewish, that all the other Jewis h
people were also involved in a kind of Jewish conspiracy against the world .

This Awareness indicates the entity Hitler, sincerely believing that it was hi s
messianic duty to bring about a super race, surpassing the Jewish empire that had been
building in the monetary fields .

This Awareness suggests that in this manner, Hitler began the holocaust agains t
the Jews . This Awareness suggests that those in charge in the international bankin g
system capitalized on this 'ction by using the holocaust against the Jews to focu s
attention sway from t.hemrel-res and onto the problems created by Hitler and onto othe r
problems throughout the world at that time .

This Awareness indicates the rest of the story as clear through the history and
memories of most entities who lived during those times .

gUESTION : (Thank you) . One related question to that . During the darkest of the day s
when Hitler's ai r enmedas were bombing London continuously, Hitler inexplicably calle d
back the bombers and they never returned . What he didn't know was that he had destroyed
the British airforce and there were only a very few fighters left, and not nearl y
enough to repulse an enemy attack . Since that turning point in the war, certain group s
of co-called 'witches' in England, and the Society of the Golden Dawn, have taken credi t
for changing Hitler's mind through certain magic rituals . Will Awareness please give
details on this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awarenes indicates these energies may be considered valid by these organiz-
ations . This Awa°enle indicates that this as from one particular frame of reference .
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This Awareness indicates that essentially, however, what changed Hitler's min d
and caused him to bring back the airforce, was a realization that Britain was no
longer a great threat at that particular time, but that there were other force s
building and that he needed to begin concentrating his energies in other directions ,
in other fronts .

This Awareness indicates particularly toward the East and the South, and tha t
the American influence and threat was growing greater daily .

This Awareness indicates that in claiming credit for changing Hitler's action ,
this can be considered somewhat valid . This Awareness indicates, however, this a s
likened unto that which may be known as sychronisity in consciousness, wherei n
many things happen at once that are inter-related. ,

This Awareness indicates that it can also be said that something caused thos e
entities of the Golden Dawn, something caused those witches to go through certai n
rituals at that time .

This Awareness indicates that whoever wishes to take credit for causing thos e
witches and the members of the Golden Dawn to move threugh those rituals coul d
also take credit for the results of those rituals .

This Awareness suggests that this as a matter of debate as to which came first ,
which caused which .

This Awareness indicates, basically, the movement of the planets at the time ,
the movement of the energy patterns in consciousness, the movement of informatio n
reaching certain key ears and certain key points, and the wanner of delivery o f
that information, and the minds which interpreted that information, which fel t
threatened, or which felt encouraged by that information, that all of these thing s
had their influence on the events .

ON HORRIBLE CRIME S

Q . Are there crimes or errors so horrible, so violent as that the ones committin g
such crimes he excluded forever from the plane of Essence, such as Juda s

Iscariot , Hitler, those responsible for the annihilation of so many Jews ?

A . It has been indicated to you that you resist not evil . That "om'ept which wa s
Judas Iscariot had with it that kind of awareness which resisted much good ,

that the association of Judas with the Christ Consciousness was that which was no t
entirely alienation, that he of all the disciples perhaps best understood the tru e
message represented by the Christ Consciousness ; that the proportion of evil is
often accelerated by the resistance which minds make to it ; that there is no erro r
so great, that there is no crime so horrible, that when minds full of love . g ill o f
mercy, full of gratitude, contemplate and send messages to those who are in error ,
cannot be minimized, cannot be changed . Those who are relegated to that area
referred to as Limbo go there to wait, and sometimes their waiting appears to b e
an eternity, anti it is often indicated that. this Awareness does not forgive and can -
not remember . This Awareness is forgiveness,and this Awareness always remembers .

(Ralph Duby, Trance-Interpreter '
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